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Whatever Karen
Savage. Menacing. Ruthless. Predators get a pretty bad rap. Sure, they prey on helpless animals that never stand a chance, but behind
those jagged teeth, powerful jaws, and razor-sharp claws, every predator has a softer side. Maybe even an adorable one. Everyone has
compassion for the cute bunny or lamb. But what about their predators who are working hard for their meal? Capturing their prey is a life-ordeath game. Just think about the last time you had to hunt for food while hangry. You can understand, right? Including famous quotes from
history that give context to these disturbingly cute illustrations, Alex Solis shares his sense of humor while giving readers a way to enjoy the
darkest parts of life with a smile. It’s time to give theses predators a break! Because, in the end, both predators and their prey play a role. I
mean, it’s not their fault they were made this way! They’re just living off of instincts, doing what comes naturally to them. So rather than
turning away from nature, let’s celebrate all the animals who complete The Adorable Circle of Life.

The Vulgar Offensive Very Adult Coloring Book
For centuries adoration has been a devotion saints, popes, and countless men, women, and children not only loved but came to rely on. In St.
Faustina Prayer Book for Adoration, best-selling and award-winning author Susan Tassone shows you how to deeply encounter God during
your own times of adoration. Here you’ll find prayers for adoring the Lord before the Blessed Sacrament and for spiritual adoration at home.
With St. Faustina as your guide, you’ll learn more about the graces God offers you, ways to pray with and without words, and the unique and
amazing relationship God shares with you alone. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Susan Tassone has long been a passionate champion for the holy
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souls in purgatory and is recognized as leading a worldwide “purgatory movement.” The award-winning author of ten best-sellers, including
St. Faustina Prayer Book for the Holy Souls in Purgatory, Susan makes speaking appearances throughout the country. She’s a frequent and
popular guest on national radio and television programs as well as social media. In 2013, she was featured in the groundbreaking
documentary Purgatory: The Forgotten Church and was on the cover of Catholic Digest magazine in 2017. She also continues to work
tirelessly to raise donations for Masses for the holy souls. Susan holds a master’s degree in religious education from Loyola University
Chicago and had the honor and privilege of being granted two private audiences with St. John Paul II, who bestowed a special blessing on
her and her ministry for the holy souls. Learn more at: susantassone.com.

Filthy Phrases
Cat lovers and comic readers alike rejoice at the return of manga’s biggest name in feline cartoons – Chi! Chi’s Sweet Adventures collects
dozens of new full color Chi stories. Chi is back! Manga’s most famous cat comic returns with a brand new series! Inspired by the new
Amazon PrimeTV anime, Chi’s Sweet Adventures collects a number of new full-color kitty tales made for readers of all ages!

You Are Fucking Awesome
Spark childlike wonder as you color your way through a journey of wildflowers, butterflies, birds, hot-air balloons, and other visual delights
from beloved illustrator Katie Daisy. With each illustration she revels in the joy of everyday life and her love of nature invites you along to
color, be present, have an open heart, and see the magic in the world. Quotes in Daisy's signature lettering style are sprinkled throughout,
ready for you to apply your own color palette so they can spring to life.

The Sex Toy Coloring Book
The perfect way to settle down and chillax for the evening so grab some "buds", some junk food and get lost in this trippy Psychedelic dream.
*This book features 25 hand-drawn designs featuring cute, stoner creatures with big glassy eyes * Each page is printed single sided and on
both black and white pages so there are 50 pages in all. *Contains free PDF inside To see more images follow @stonercoloringbook on
Instagram. Tags: coloring book, adult coloring book, cannabis coloring books, stoner coloring book, adult coloring book, stoner gifts, coloring
book for adults, weed gift, ganja art, funny gift

Things I Want To Say At Work But Can't!
This coloring book is full of sweary insults said by the cutest critters possible. From an adorable raccoon calling someone a "contain" to a
"Cunt-A-Saurus Rex", you'll love these filthy cuties! If you love to swear and love all things cute, you'll adore this book. The book has 39
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pages. Fucking Adorable!! product info: "8.5x11" inches cover: Matte 39 page

Baphomet and Friends! The Satanic Coloring Book.
More than 40 pages of wonderful swear words with Unique Inspirational Swearing Quotes From Cute Critters This is a beautiful sweary
coloring book produced with fun, hilarious, motivational and stress & anxiety relieving designs. It provides magical moment for you to express
your own creativity to release your daily stress. Largest Adult Sweary Coloring Collections by Jim Gary. ? Stress Relieving Arts, Patterns and
Designs help you to relax. ? Suitable with your choice of Coloring Tools such as Crayon, Coloured Pencils, markers, Gel Pens and others. ?
Single Sided pages. Each Coloring page is printed on single page. ? High Resolution Images. All images are printed to offer high quality
display. ? Suitable for All Levels of keeping you inspired. Level ranging from beginners to expert level. ? Wonderful Gift. This book is suitable
to offered to someone as gift. Jim Gary produces range of coloring books that help you to relax and have fun through expressing your own
creativity.

The Beauty of Horror 4: Creature Feature Coloring Book
Ghouliana and friends TAKE A STAB at making their own monster movies in Volume 4 of the bestselling coloring book series! Follow her
gang of zombies, werewolves, vampires, and other undead pals as they recreate some of the scariest screams to ever hit the silver screen!
While they're busy paying homage to their favorite frights throughout 80 pages of intricate, hand drawn designs, be on the lookout for all of
the iconic horror props they've dropped along the way. The Beauty of Horror 4: Creature Feature is back to the original size (9.9" x 10") and
double-sided format that fans love!

You Are Fucking Awesome: a Motivating Swear Word Coloring Book for Adults
The follow up to our "Cute As Fuck" swearing animals adult coloring book! This hilarious book has 30 single sided pages of swearing animals
to color featuring adorable corgis, crabs, wolves, koalas, rabbits, leopards, frogs, squirrels, bears, chickens, seals, spiders, hamsters, ferrets,
dolphins, lions, manatees, snakes, fennec foxes, turtles, triceratops, llamas, alpacas, polar bears, monkeys, pigs, ducks, panda bears,
turkeys, and opossums, ! These cute, foul mouthed animals are sure to bring a smile to anyone with a twisted sense of humor and a great
present for adults who cuss like a sailor! This funny adult coloring book is a great way to relax and makes the perfect novelty gift for grownups
who have filthy mouths!

Calm the Fuck Down and Color
Take an art therapy sanity break from the work grind and enjoy some laughs with this snarky, irreverent coloring book, Things I Want To Say
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At Work But Cant. 32 hilarious phrases of naughty office humor you wish you could say at work give you the perfect way to unwind while you
color the workday stress away. Makes a great coworker gift, white elephant gift, secret Santa gift or stocking stuffer. A fun way for you and
friends to chill, calm the f*ck down, and laugh. Be the hit of the office party, coworker's birthday or holiday party with this sassy gift. This is the
best work humor book for anyone with a job!

F*cking Adorable
Color the shit out of this new stress-relieving swear word adult coloring book! With daily stresses like annoying coworkers, red-faced bosses,
endless traffic, and whatever shit you have going on at home, sometimes all you need to tell everyone to “fuck off.” Now you can say it in
color! Relieve some stress with easy and beautiful art—that also happens to feature your favorite profanities. Feel the “zen” wash over you as
you color in or outside the lines however you damn well please. Take your defiance up a notch with more complex patterns, or take the easy
route when you unwind. Do whatever the fuck you want.

Swear Word Coloring Book: The Jungle Adult Coloring Book featured with Sweary Words & Animals
This coloring book book is full of sweary insults said by the cutest critters possible. From an adorable raccoon calling someone a -cumstainto a -Cunt-A-Saurus Rex-, you'll love these filthy cuties! If you love to swear and love all things cute, you'll adore this book. The book has 30
different single sided pages to cover. Fucking Adorable-er, the sequel to this book, is now available!! Find it here! https:
//www.amazon.com/Fucking-Adorable-er-Critters-Fouler-Mouths/dp/1540859185

Cussing Critters
Full of dirty, raunchy, sexual & filthy words and phrases to color Perfect gift for the dirty minded people in your life that love coloring Pages
are single sided to prevent bleed through High quality glossy paperback cover Preview of pages on back cover of book

Fucking Adorable
This coloring book features 25 illustrations of cute critters printed on single-sided white paper.

Fuck Off, I'm Coloring
Are you searching for the ideal motivational and inspirational adult coloring book for women? Do not forget that fucking relaxation comes
when the mind is freed from all shit. Take motivation to a new level and get a kick of energy. This gift contains tons of laugh and adds a
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fucking sun to the life of any person. This swearing coloring book for women has over 30 single-sided designs and filled with life-affirming
phrases that will not too politely remind that each person is unique and has every opportunity to achieve fucking goals. In this swear word
coloring book for adults, you will find inspirational quotes, including: "You are Fucking Awesome!" "Be The Fucking Light!" "Wake Up. Kick
Ass. Repeat!" "Play it fuckin' loud!" "I'm a fucking delight!" and much more! Don't waste time - GET YOUR FUCKING GIFT RIGHT NOW!

Sweary Adult Coloring Book
More than 40 pages of wonderful swear words with Unique Inspirational Swearing Quotes This is a beautiful sweary coloring book produced
with fun, hilarious, motivational and stress & anxiety relieving designs. It provides magical moment for you to express your own creativity to
release your daily stress. Largest Adult Sweary Coloring Collections by Noah Miller. ? Stress Relieving Arts, Patterns and Designs help you to
relax. ? Suitable with your choice of Coloring Tools such as Crayon, Coloured Pencils, markers, Gel Pens and others. ? Single Sided pages.
Each Coloring page is printed on single page. ? High Resolution Images. All images are printed to offer high quality display. ? Suitable for All
Levels of keeping you inspired. Level ranging from beginners to expert level. ? Wonderful Gift. This book is suitable to offered to someone as
gift. Noah Miller produces range of coloring books that help you to relax and have fun through expressing your own creativity.

Potty Mouth Food
Are you easily offended? Then exit immediately! This book is full of the filthiest swear words imaginable. If you curse like a sailor and don't
give two f*cks about what people think, this book is perfect for you! The book has 30 different pages to cover. The pages are single sided so
you can easily use markers and gel pens.

Fucking Adorable
"Adult Coloring Book is absolutely a growing trend and consumers are really taking to the idea" We live in a sea of energy where color is
working within us. It shines with in our divine self, and radiates upon us from the sun. Research and observation has shown us that specific
colors bring balance to our physical and emotional systems. Chromotherapy can easily be used as an alternative to Chinese acupuncture,
achieving the same results in unblocking meridians without the discomfort of needles used in acupuncture.

50 Shades of Bullshit Coloring Book, Fucking Adorable Coloring Book, Hilarious Motivating Swear Word
"Susa's approach to needle felting will give beginners the know-how to get started, but experienced felters will also appreciate her whimsical
designs." —Library Journal Cute Needle Felted Animal Friends shows you how to create lifelike felted figures that remind you of the pets you
love—using a little wool roving, a felting needle, and a few basic tools and techniques. Even more than this, it shows you how to capture their
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adorable expressions when they're playing hard, napping, or just happy to see you. A sweetly cocked head, perky ears, and a tail that makes
you think it's actually wagging—the charm of these miniature figures is all in the details! Easy step-by-step instructions and photos show you
how to make the basic shapes and components, then how to add details like long or curly hair, spines, and stripes, as well as little faces that
are utterly irresistible. With a bit of practice, you'll be able to portray the unique poses and expressions of beloved pets from your own life.
And just like your pets, this needle felting book is so friendly that even novice felters will have no trouble making these miniature animal
figures, including: A perky Yorkshire Terrier An elegant Russian Blue Cat A playful Tabby A sleepy Mottled Cat A Holland Lop Rabbit A curly
Toy Poodle A fluffy Pomeranian A dapper French Bulldog Matching mom-and-pup Chihuahuas A sweet Pygmy Hedgehog And many more!

Cute Critters
Are you stressed out? Too many things to do? People in your life driving you crazy? Then you need to Calm the Fuck Down and Color! This
hilarious, sarcastic, and obnoxious adult coloring book is the perfect way to relieve stress, aid relaxation, and vent, while enjoying beautiful
and highly detailed mandala flower images. Each coloring page will transport you into a world of peace and make you laugh-out-loud along
the way. Unlike many adult coloring books, each volume is printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through, so you can use any of
your favorite tools, including pens, colored pencils, and fine-tipped markers. When you're finished coloring, you can display your artwork with
a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. As an added bonus, we've also included two copies of every image so you can enjoy coloring your favorite
images a second time! This book includes 50 coloring pages, 25 unique images, and the following swear word phrases: Calm the Fuck Down
and Color Go Fuck Yourself Chill the Fuck out Leave me the Fuck Alone Shut the Fuck up You're a Dumbass Shove it up Your Ass Kiss my
fat Ass Shut up Asshole Don't be a Jackass Damn you to Hell Shut Your Damn Mouth I Don't Give a Damn God Damn it You're a Damn Fool
I Don't Give a Shit Eat Shit and Die This is Bullshit Are you Shitting me? You're a Piece of Shit Son of a Bitch You're a Little Bitch Fuck That
Bitch Life's a Bitch Don't be Such a Bitch Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax

Create Magic
A woodcarving book devoted solely to magical little gnomes and other charming creatures! The perfect source of inspiration for beginning and
experienced whittlers and carvers alike, Learn to Carve Gnomes, Trolls, and Mythical Creatures boasts a menagerie of 15 woodcarving
projects that range in difficulty from easy to more challenging. With complete plans and step-by-step instructions and photography, carve
charismatic characters and objects, from a mushroom house, unicorn, and gnome to a wizard, dragon, hedgehog, and much more. Sara
Barraclough is a master carver and a regular contributor to Woodcarving Illustrated Magazine, as well as the author of the incredibly
charming Weekend Whittling Projects.

Angry Animals Who Cuss a Lot Coloring Book
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This adult coloring book features 30 adorable images a variety of the cutest French bulldogs! Enjoy the Stress Relieving Relaxation of
Coloring You Had When You Were a Child with More Elaborate Drawings Than A Children's Coloring Book! Each page is single sided so you
can cut out the page and frame it or use markers without worrying about them bleeding to an image on the other side. It's recommended to
use a blank sheet of paper behind the page you are coloring so the color doesn't bleed to the image on the next page. This Frenchie book is
great for beginner and advanced colorists. The dogs are left mostly open so you can do realistic shading for experienced colorists or solid
colors for beginners.

The Big Adventures of Tiny Dick
You don't have to be big to do great things! Tiny Dick proves that in this hilarious and fun coloring book. TD isn't huge but he makes up for it
with his giant personality and fun adventures! This book is great for bachelorette parties, boring Friday nights home alone, or to send to a
(very tiny) ex-boyfriend.

St. Faustina Prayer Book for Adoration
This coloring book contains a hilarious collection of the finest swear words and uncouth sayings?all delicately wrapped in beautiful
illustrations to color and display. Immerse yourself in the calming activity of coloring, while embracing the therapeutic experience of swearing
like a sailor. Each hysterical pattern is printed on sturdy, tear-out pages perfect for framing, gift giving, and home decorating. With more than
50 pages of picturesque profanity, The Swear Word Coloring Book will be the adult coloring book that soothes away the stress of the day,
uncensored!Features: -50 original pieces of artwork to color and enjoy-Perforated pages for easy framing-One-side printing so colors don't
bleed through-Instant stress relief and humo

Fucking Adorable Sweary Adult Coloring Book
The Art of Not Giving a Fuck
prefect nice lookingThe Fucking Adorable for pepole born Details: cover: matte finich size: 8.5/11 inche paper: whiet pages:+50 pages

Stoner Coloring Book for Adults
Psychology doesn't have to be complicated. Drawing on cognitive behavioral therapy, mindfulness, and positive psychology, The Mood Cards
offer a fun and accessible way to help you identify and explore your moods and emotions. Each of the 42 beautifully illustrated mood and
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emotion cards includes guided questions for self-exploration plus a positive affirmation. Whether you wish to manage difficult moods,
approach relationships more skillfully, become more sensitive to the needs of others, or simply be able to communicate and listen effectively,
using the cards will encourage you to be confident in who you are, expand your emotional intelligence, and help you move forward in a
positive way.

Crush and Color: Jason Momoa
Colorful Cover sure to get you or your little/submissive into little space Over 50 pages of coloring and activities! Some pages are sexy, some
are sweet! High Quality Glossy Paperback cover

Cute Needle Felted Animal Friends
Learn to Carve Gnomes, Trolls, and Mythical Creatures
We all know that squirrels, cats, and cute koala bears are harmless, but have you even gotten one really mad? This hilarious coloring book
features 21 coloring book pages features angry animals that cuss A LOT. Did we mention A LOT. This isn't your momma's coloring book,
folks. -Images include: angry squirrels, angry sharks, swear bears, and more! - CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE/SITUATIONS. NOT
INTENDED FOR CHILDREN.

Naughty Animals
2017 AMAZON BEST SELLER This incredible adult coloring book by best-selling artist Jade Summer is the perfect way to relieve stress and
aid relaxation while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images. Each coloring page will transport you into a world of your own while your
responsibilities will seem to fade away Use Any of Your Favorite ToolsIncluding colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image
Per PageEach image is printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through. Display Your ArtworkYou can display your artwork with a
standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Two Copies of Every ImageEnjoy coloring your favorite images a second time, color with a friend, or have an extra
copy in case you make a mistake. This book contains 25 unique images. Includes FREE Digital VersionAs a special bonus, you can
download a PDF and print your favorite images to as many times as you want. Now on SaleRegular Price: $9.99 | SAVE $6.00, 60% OFF |
Limited time only. Makes the Perfect GiftSurprise that special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring
together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy button.

The Adorable Circle of Life
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A fun sweary coloring book unlike any other! The Art of Not Giving a Fuck is a unique collection of 20 uncensored adult curse word coloring
pages for you to use "swearapy" and color all the f*cks you don't give! It is also a perfect gift for your foul-mouthed friends or family. Each
coloring page is one-sided so you don't have to worry about ruining the back side of your coloring pages if you use markers or other wet
mediums. There is a variety of original, completely hand-drawn original designs and sayings from simple and easy to intricate and challenging
for all skill levels or to suit your mood. ALSO INCLUDED ARE 10 BONUS PAGES FROM HER ETSY SHOP!!! Have you ever wanted a
custom message in a coloring page? Well, the artist has even included additional BONUS PAGES of her very own hand-drawn font letters for
you to use to make your own personalized pages! Also included are blotter pages and a color palette practice sheet so you can test your
colors before using them or practice your color blending. You can preview Cristin's work, read her reviews or buy printable PDF pages at her
Etsy shop at www.CristinApril.etsy.com. Adult coloring books are known to reduce stress, calm your thoughts, relieve anxiety, and even help
with pain management. It can be used to practice mindfulness and meditation as well as a way to relax. With sweary sayings, it makes stress
relief much more fun! If you have a bit of sass in your attitude, you will love this coloring book for grown-ups and you will surely get a giggle or
two out of it. For more information on the author/artist, please visit her website at www.CristinApril.com.

Fabulous Frenchies
Awesome Coloring Book in a unique graphic style created by Colombian illustrator David Giraldo. Have fun Coloring the most representative
pop characters of the Baphomet and Friends Show, the animated series never made!Perfectly captures that occult gothic horror style, perfect
for any Goth, Metalhead, Dark, geek, Cat lover, comic fan, alcohol loving, homebody, sci-fi, science fiction loving, book reading, game
playing. If you love Lucifer, Belcebu, Devil, Beelzebub, Demons, 666, Sigil Baphomet, and The Sabbatic Goat, This book is for you! 35 Singlesided pages. Witchcraft tee Apparel inspired. Contains adult content. Hail Satan and pass me the Colors, the Dark Lord will be pleased!

Go F*ck Yourself, I'm Coloring Swear Word Coloring Book, Fucking Adorable Coloring Book
Searching for the perfect gift? This deliciously profane, stress-relieving swear word coloring book for adults has over 25 single-sided designs
for you to color whenever you need a boost of confidence or a not so gentle reminder of how badass you are. With illustrations ranging from
simple to intricate, this adult coloring book will provide hours of fun and relaxation so go forth and f'n prosper, I mean, color! In this swear
word coloring book for adults, you will find inspirational quotes including: "You are Fucking Awesome" "You Can Do This Shit!" "Make Life
Your Bitch" "Rise and Fucking Grind Sunshine" "Shake that Shit Off" and more!

Mood Cards
Fucking Adorable-er
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Let's Get High And Color An incredibly hilarious adult coloring book for those times when you indulge. Includes 17 unique designs and
"blacklight" versions of 15 of them. So light one up, relax, and Let's Get High And Color. 66 Total Pages With 33 Pages To Color. Printed On
High Quality Solid White Paper. High Quality Glossy Cover. Use Crayons, Colored Pencils, or Fine-tip Markers.

Chi's Sweet Adventures
Do you work retail? Are you sick and tired of annoying and rude customers? If you're tired of "Karens" constantly ruining your day, color away
your stress! This book contains 25 unique coloring pages of retail rants. From customers pulling sweaty money out of their bras to customers
thinking the "back" must contain the entire universe, you'll find all of your favorite "Karen" rants in this book! Working retail can be extremely
stressful, so why not relieve a little of it with this book? There's also 5 "Karen" paper Voodoo Dolls in the back of the book. You can color
them to look like the Karen that wronged you! Then cut them out, rip them up, crumple them, or burn them! Take out your frustrations on
these dolls! *The pages are single sided so you don't have to worry about markers bleeding through.*To prevent bleeding onto the next page,
place a blank sheet behind the page you're working on if you're using markers*The pages are not perforated

Stay The F*ck Home Coloring Book, Fucking Adorable Coloring Book, Motivational Swearing Coloring Book
This hilarious book has 30 single sided pages of swearing foods to color featuring adorable, foul mouthed cakes, strawberries, chips & queso,
meatballs, raisins, pizza, butter, waffles, donuts, watermelons, pies, croissants, peanuts, cookies, pickles, peaches, carrots, corn, kiwis,
yams, salt, pears, tacos, mushrooms, peas, coffee, cheese, soy sauce, cupcakes, and muffins! These cute, cussing cuisines are sure to bring
a smile to anyone with a twisted sense of humor and a great present for adults who cuss like a sailor! This funny adult coloring book is a great
way to relax and makes the perfect novelty gift for grownups who have filthy mouths!

Little Space Coloring Book
More than 40 pages of wonderful swear words with Unique Inspirational Swearing Quotes This is a beautiful sweary coloring book produced
with fun, hilarious, motivational and stress & anxiety relieving designs. It provides magical moment for you to express your own creativity to
release your daily stress. Largest Adult Sweary Coloring Collections by Mandala Mantiz. ? Stress Relieving Arts, Patterns and Designs help
you to relax. ? Suitable with your choice of Coloring Tools such as Crayon, Coloured Pencils, markers, Gel Pens and others. ? Single Sided
pages. Each Coloring page is printed on single page. ? High Resolution Images. All images are printed to offer high quality display. ? Suitable
for All Levels of keeping you inspired. Level ranging from beginners to expert level. ? Wonderful Gift. This book is suitable to offered to
someone as gift. Mandala Mantiz produces range of coloring books that help you to relax and have fun through expressing your own
creativity.
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Let's Get High And Color
This is the sequel to the Fucking Adorable coloring book. Fucking Adorable-er contains 30 different images in both black and white versions!
That means 60 entire coloring pages!! This coloring book book is full of sweary insults said by the cutest critters possible. You'll love these
filthy cuties! If you love to swear and love all things cute, you'll adore this book. The pages are single sided so you don't have to worry about
bleed through to the other side!
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